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                                       ABSTRACT  
 
Signalling over Protocol Gateways are important elements in the current generation and 
next-generation networks. Signalling and protocol gateways provide interconnectivity 
among the various methods of signalling transport networks, like the TDM systems 
(E1/T1/J1), ATM systems (STM-1/OC3) and IP (SIGTRAN). The signalling and 
Protocol gateways enable TDMA/ATM-based network nodes to connect to an IP-based 
application such as soft IP-switches and application servers. The gateway adopts IETF 
SIGTRAN protocols, thereby allowing interoperability with third-party equipment. This 
gateway is used in building wireless and intelligent networking systems and to widening 
SS7 bandwidth on exiting networks. The gateway itself uses SIGTRAN Stream Control 
Transmission Protocol (SCTP) and M3UA adaptation layer to transport signalling traffic 
through IP networks remote applications or between gateways.  
 
The invention of software products such as Ulticom’s Signalware SS7 and SBC-915X 
provides a high performance, cost effective single slot solution for any signalling 
requirement supporting SS7, ATM and SIGTRAN protocols for 2G and 3G networks. 
These products supports Mobility, Location, Payment, Switching and Messaging services 
in wireless, IP and wired networks. They further provide interface options such as IP-
based M2PA links, M3UA connectivity, SIP and traditional SS7 links. They are also enable 
the platform for developers to create and deploy services in traditional, Next-Generation 
and converged networks.  
 
These products with appropriate software modules makes provision for a single solution 
that supports all protocols for narrow, broadband and IP signalling across T1/E1/J1, 
OC3/STM-1 and Ethernet interfaces. Signalling capabilities such as SCTP, M2PA, M2UA, 
M3UA and SUA allow voice, video and data networks to converge, thereby enabling 
carriers to increasingly use the opportunity provided by the all-packet network. Typical 
applications are found in Base Station Controllers; Radio Network Controllers; Mobile 
Switching Centres; HLR/VLRS; Signalling Gateways and Soft-switches. Others are voice 
over IP (VoIP), Media Gateways; Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) and Serving 
GPRS Support Nodes (SGSN) nodes for GPRS and 3G; Intelligent Networks; and Billing 
Mediation. 
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                                         Chapter One 
 
1.0 Introduction to Signalling and Protocol Gateways 
 
The Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) and other circuit/packet switched 
networks comprise of a signalling network and a traffic network. The signalling network 
takes responsibility of control of information required for the supervision and 
management of calls to manage the network. There are basically three types of signalling 
end points in a telephone network, these are: Service Control Point (SCP), Service 
Switching Point (SSP) and Signal Transfer Point (STP) as shown in figure 1. 
 
The high demands for quick, portable and robust means of communication has  
brought about a sharp increase in the amount of mobile users, which has consequently 
leads to an increase in the demand on signalling networks. Real-time application such as 
Voice over IP (VoIP), Video Telephony, Teleconferencing and many other multimedia 
applications in today’s triple-play communication are services offered by IP, which has 
been proved to be the most promising network protocol that renders improved resource 
utilization with low maintenance and operational costs [3].   
 
The Signaling Transportation (SIGTRAN) working group branch of Internet Engineering 
Task Force (IETF) decided to develop a different protocol suite for transporting signalling 
message over IP as result of the fact that Signal System 7 (SS7) in a traditional PSTN is not 
scalable in an IP networks due to high expense in expansion. The challenge is how to bring 
about compatibility in all-IP network also known as the Next Generation Network (NGN) 
and traditional SS7 networks. This challenge led to the emergence of SIGTRAN. 
Consequently, the Scream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) was developed. The 
SIGTRAN protocol suite comprises of SCTP and other upper layer adaptation protocols 
like SUA, M2PA, M2UA and M3UA which can communicate directly with SS7 protocols. 
SS7 networks support high performance of calls due to its low loss and low delay, which 
are not obtainable in traditional IP protocols such as TCP and UDP. Thereby making TCP 
and UDP unacceptable, and SCTP becomes a choice over them. 
 
The SCTP employs a multi-homing feature which enables it to be compatible for signalling 
to other transport protocol (TCP and UDP). Figure 1 SS7 signalling points 
 
 

 
                                         
  Figure 1 SS7 Signaling Points: Courtesy of Performance Technologies  
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The invention of software products such as Ulticom’s Signalware SS7 and SBC-915X 
provides a high performance, cost effective single slot solution for any signalling 
requirement, supporting SS7, ATM and SIGTRAN protocols for 2G and 3G networks. 
These products supports Mobility, Location, Payment, Switching and Messaging services 
in wireless, IP and wired networks. They further provide interface options such as IP-
based M2PA links, M3UA connectivity, SIP and traditional SS7 links. They also provide 
the platform for developers to create and deploy services in traditional, Next-Generation 
and converged networks. [1, 2]. 
 
Since this concept is an important component in today’s Triple-play communication, this 
thesis is aimed at having a broad view on Signalling in Traditional and Next Generations 
Networks with focus on SIGTRAN. It will be segmented into four parts, with 
introduction to Signalling and Protocol Gateways in chapter one. Chapter two will look at 
the various SS7 signalling. SIGTRAN will be treated in chapter three. Signal flow in a 
typical new generation network will be examined by carrying out discrete event simulation 
of UMTS network using OPNET modeller 14.5, which will form chapter four. Precisely, I 
will be looking at throughput as an important QoS measure on the UMTS network within 
WFQ and MDRR scheduling schemes. The conclusion and suggestion will be in chapter 
five. 
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                                             Chapter Two 
 
2.0 SS7 and ATM Signaling 
 
Common Channel Signaling System No. 7 (i.e. SS7 or C7) is a global standard for 
telecommunications defined by ITU-T which defines the procedures and protocol that 
network components in the PSTN relay message via digital signalling network to effect 
wireless and wireline call setup, routing and control. 
 
The SS7 network and protocol are used for: 
 

• Basic call setup, management, and tear down  
• Wireless services such as personal communications services (PCS), wireless     

roaming, and mobile subscriber authentication  
• Local number portability (LNP)  
• Toll-free (800/888) and toll (900) wireline services  
• Enhanced call features such as call forwarding, calling party name/number display, 

and three-way calling  
• Efficient and secure worldwide telecommunications  
• Learn about our SS7/IP signaling products. 

 
 
2.1 Introduction to SS7 
 
Generally, in telecommunication networks signalling does occur in a network that is 
different from the path where voice is transmitted. Signaling message controls phone calls 
and also affords end-users with services like call-setup, addressing and  
call termination, and also provides information like dial tone and busy tone. Having access 
to data bases initiates Intelligent Network (IN) with services like toll free 800/888 
numbers, calling cards, caller ID, and three-way calling.  
 
SS7 does not applicable only in the wired network, but also applicable for GSM, GPRS, 
EDGE, 3G and VoIP that require signalling for  management of mobile phone services; 
precisely, the simplest wireless call may need as much as six (6) times more of SS7 
messages than does a wired call. SS7 does have the capacity of transporting Short 
Messages Services (SMS) on the signalling links that thus results in a large volume of traffic 
due of the popularity of this service. 
  
Basically, SS7 network is known to be circuit-switched system with 56 or 64 Kbit/s links, 
and this does limit the transmission capacity when compared to IP that does not tied to 
conventional telephone bandwidths. With the growing demand in the telecoms market 
today, the SS7 networks must be heavily loaded and need more expansion. With the high 
demand for scalable systems and cheap infrastructure, coupled with the reason that almost 
all  telecoms solutions are now based on datagram traffic has IP a perfect solution. Now, 
the focus is bringing these two networks methods together, and the link that binds them is 
a Signaling Gateway (SGW), this embraces SS7 and SIGTRAN protocols and interworking 
functions that translate between these two. Whenever SS7 is used over IP, at least, one or 
more of the underlying SS7 layers are switched over for SIGTRAN layers [4]. These SS7 
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layers will be defined briefly in 2.4, after which the SIGTRAN approach is going to be 
described in details.  
 
2.2 SS7 Signaling Link Types 
 
SS7 information are exchanged among network components via 56 or 64 kbps bi-
directional channels known as signaling links. Signaling always exists as out-of-band on 
dedicated channels rather than in-band on voice channels.  The SS7 protocol allows 
retransmission and error correction capabilities that provide continuous service in the 
event of signaling link or point failures.  The signaling gateways are configured either as 
STP or SEP (Signaling End Point).  The Signaling links are logically organized by link type 
("A" through "F") according to their use in the SS7 signaling network. There are six 
logically link types labeled “A”, “B”, “C”, “D”, “E”, “F” with respect to their usage in SS7 
signaling network. Figure 2 shows the various SS7 signal link types. 
 

 

 Figure 2 SS7 Signaling Link Types: Courtesy of Performance Technologies 
 
 
An “A” (access) link connects a signal end point such as SSP or SCP to an STP. The “B” 
(bridge) link connects an STP to another STP such as STPs from one network to the STPs 
of another network. The difference between the "B" link and the "D" link is rather 
arbitrary, therefore these links can also be called "B/D" links  The "C" (cross) link 
connects STPs that performs similar operations into a mated pair.  The "C" link is 
employed whenever the STP has no any available route to the destination signalling point 
arising from link failures. The "D" (diagonal) link connects secondary such as regional STP 
pair to a primary STP pair like an inter-network gateway in a quad-link configuration. The 
difference between the "B" link and the "D" link is rather arbitrary; therefore these links 
can also be called "B/D" links. An "E" (extended) link connects an SSP to an alternate 
STP. The "E" links offer an alternate signalling route incase an SSP's "home" STP is 
unreachable over an "A" link. The "F" (fully associated) link does connect two signalling 
end points such as SCPs and SSPs. The "F" links do not often been used in networks with 
STPs [5].    
 
2.3 ATM Signalling 
 
ATM meta-signalling provides dynamic connections, which are made on demand and are 
released when transmission is totally complete. In ATM meta-signalling, point-to-point 
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and point-to-multipoint configurations are supported. At point of installation, a permanent 
connection which is alternative to dynamic connections is established. The permanent 
connection is just that; it remains connected all of the time, unless there is a failure. This is 
analogous to permanent virtual circuits.  
 
The signalling messages that are employed in establishing, maintaining, and releasing 
connections at the UNI are defined by Q.2931. The PSTN does not employ Q.2931; it 
rather employs SS7 instead of Q.2931. SS7 protocol is compatible with Q.2931 at the 
Broadband ISUP protocol (BISUP). The Q2931 itself was developed from the ISDN 
signalling protocol, Q.931.  
 
The ATM signalling requires high complexity than current signalling. As an example, in 
situation that a caller launches a voice call, there will be a signalling message that will be 
launched, which will establish a connection for the voice. Supposing the caller further 
activates a camera for the purpose of videoconferencing, a separate connection is 
established for the video purpose of the call. The two connections must satisfy correlation 
and synchronization goals. 
 
With broadcast signalling virtual channels connection establishment for applications 
support of which similar data are forwarded to multiple destinations. The two types are 
general and selective. In general, signalling is allowed to broadcast to every endpoint in the 
user interface only, and not just every endpoint within the network. In selective, the 
network sends signalling to endpoints that fulfil a particular service requirement. This 
shows in essence that ATM may place a high demand on the current available SS7 network 
used within the NNI.  BISUP is a protocol developed to support ATM services, and it is 
also responsible for the expansion of SS7 links capacity beyond the available 64kb/s, 
moreover SS7 supports more database uses.  
Some ATM advocates might suggest that SS7 is not needed again but many of the RBOCs 
are continuously carrying out planning expansions to their SS7 networks due to the 
increasing demand on SS7 services. SS7 network offers beyond connection establishment 
as in PSTN, it does provide intelligent network services and enhance database access to 
telephone switches. Other uses are cellular applications and local number portability.  

There is no doubt that SS7 will continuous to be mystery in the data communication due 
to the fact that it is regarded as a murky telephone company solution. Inspite of the above, 
it is obvious that SS7 is not going into extinction and ATM signalling can never takeover 
the position of SS7 signalling. The purpose requirement of ATM signalling is to fulfil 
signalling needs at the UNI but will never offer the services need of the NNI [6]. 

2.4 MTP Layers  
 
The messages in SS7 signalling are based on the Message Transfer Part (MTP), it is a 
reliable and connectionless link layer service in conventional SS7 networks which 
comprises of three layers which equivalent to the three lowest layers of the OSI model i.e 
physical data link and the network layers. The Message Transfer Part (MTP) is separated 
into three layers. The lowest layer is called MTP Level 1, this correspond to the OSI 
Physical Layer. MTP Level 1 addresses the physical, electrical, and functional behaviours 
of the digital signalling link. Physical interfaces defined include E-1 (2048 kb/s; 32 64 kb/s 
channels), DS-1 (1544 kb/s; 24 64kb/s channels), V.35 (64 kb/s), DS-0 (64kbps), and DS-
0A (56 kbps).                                                                                
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MTP Level 2 enables precise end-to-end message transmission via a signalling link. MTP 
Level 2 executes error checking flow control and message sequence validation. When an 
error occurs on a signalling link, the message (or set of messages) is retransmitted. MTP 
Level 2 is equivalent to the OSI Data Link layer. 
 
MTP3 provides message routing between signalling points in the SS7 network. Every 
network element which has MTP3 are enabled with a numeric SS7 address known as point 
code that can be used in routing process as in IP addresses. MTP Level 3 re-routes traffic 
away from failed links and signalling points and controls traffic when congestion occurs. 
MTP Level 3 is equivalent to the OSI Network Layer. Figure 3 shows the OSI reference 
model and SS7 protocol stack [7]. 
 

 

 

Figure 3: The OSI Reference Model and the SS7 protocol stack. Courtesy of Performance 
Technologies 

2.5 SCCP 
 
The Signaling Connection Control Part (SCCP) offers both connectionless and 
connection-oriented network services above MTP Level 3. As MTP 3 allows point codes 
which enables messages addressing to precise signaling points, SCCP offers sub-systems 
numbers that enable messages addressing to particular applications known as sub-systems 
at these signaling points. SCCP functions as the transport layer for TCAP-based services 
like calling card, roaming, local number portability, personal communications services and 
free-phone(800/888) personal communications services (PCS).  
 
The SCCP is an integral part of the network layer along with MTP3 and boosts the MTP 
protocol with two distinguished elements: subsystem number (SSN) and Global Title 
Translation (GTT) that are used when required. SCCP does make provision for how an 
STP exhibits global title translation (GTT), this an approach whereby the destination 
signaling point and subsystem number (SSN) is known from digits such as the global title 
available in the signaling message. Since MTP was developed before SCCP, this 
responsible for its lack of some desirable functions like expanded addressing and 
connection oriented message transfer. The SSN allows the detection of some special 
software applications within the physical node. The MTP protocol is not suitable to route 
messages with global titles such as TCAP messages; therefore SCCP is used in transporting 
these messages [8]. 
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2.6 TCAP 
 
The TCAP (Transaction Capabilities Application Part) is known to be connectionless 
protocol which runs above SCCP. It performs operations at remote nodes and the results 
are obtained such as database queries. Information received are made used of by a TCAP 
application as in Customized Applications for Mobile Network Enhanced  
Logic (CAMEL) or Mobile Application Part (MAP) that are known as Application  
Service Elements (ASEs). Both are integral parts of the SS7 stack and they have 
application in the extension of conventional Intelligent Network services applicable in 
wireline telephone networks into wireless networks such as the GSM network. 
  
TCAP allows the deployment of enhanced intelligent network solutions by supporting 
non-circuit related messages exchange among the signaling points by applying the SCCP 
connectionless service. SSP makes use of TCAP in querying an SCP in knowing the 
routing number(s) attached with a dialed 800, 888, or 900 numbers. An SCP make use of 
TCAP in returning the response that contains the routing number or reject component 
back to the SSP. TCAP query and response messages are also used to validate calling card 
calls. When a mobile subscriber roams into a new mobile switching center (MSC) area, the 
integrated visitor location register asks for the service profile information from the 
subscriber's home location register (HLR) by using mobile application part (MAP) 
information carried within TCAP messages 
 
An application uses TCAP to query information at another node or to return the  
response. The queries can provide a user with information such as the routable number of 
an 800 number or obtaining a billing number from a telephone calling card. In a cellular 
network, when a mobile subscriber roams into a new MSC area, the Visitor Location 
Register (VLR) requests information about the subscriber in its HLR using MAP, and the 
information is transported within TCAP messages. TCAP messages are embedded in the 
SCCP field of an MSU. The TCAP information consists of a transaction portion and a 
component portion [9]. 
 
2.7 ISUP 
 
The ISDN User Part (ISUP) is used to define the protocol and procedures used in setting-
up, managing, and releasing trunk circuits which transport voice and data messages over 
the public switched telephone network (PSTN). ISUP is applicable in both ISDN and non-
ISDN services. Calls that originate and terminate on the same switch do not use ISUP 
signalling. It reserves trunk circuits between the communicating signaling points and later 
releases them when one of the users terminates the call. ISUP as a protocol enables ISDN 
solutions in the PSTN, and is also applicable for non-ISDN services. The ISUP signaling 
messages use the transport services of MTP3, while the SCCP interface is used for some 
others extra services.  
 
Another SS7 protocol used in circuit-switched network is Telephone User Part (TUP). 
This protocol offers similar services as the newer protocol ISUP. In most countries, ISUP 
has replaced TUP, but In some parts of the world such China, the TUP still supports basic 
call processing and handles analog circuits only; while digital circuits and data transmission 
capabilities are offered by the Data User Part[4]. 
 
2.8 SS7 performance requirements  
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Telephony, being a real time service must perform excellently for end-users satisfaction. As 
a matter of fact, the ITU-T recommendation Q.706 contains these following performance 
requirements:   
 
No more than one in 10 messages can be lost due to failure in the network.  
No more than one in 10 messages may be delivered unordered or duplicated.  
No part of a SS7 network should be out of service more than 10 minutes per year.  
 
Above this, the TCAP and ISUP are characterize with their own timing requirements on 
response times and processing times which are not stated in any ITU-T recommendation. 
Though, SS7 networks are long in existence and have been modified and improved upon 
to measure-up with the high performance expectation of low loss and low delay expected 
of a telephone call. In order to measure up with the above stated requirements, all nodes in 
the signalling network known as Signaling Points (SPs) are connected by up to 16 links to 
form a linkset. These are used for load sharing and for redundancy in the event of link 
failure [10].  
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                                               CHAPTER THREE 
 
3.0 SIGTRAN 
 
Now with low cost, reliable, high bandwidth IP networks available for distribution of 
signalling equipment, the SS7 Signaling Gateway offers the opportunity of bridging the SS7 
network from the traditional PSTN and Mobile TDM interconnects to IP.  The Internet 
Engineering Task Force (IETF) working group on Signaling Transport (SIGTRAN) 
developed new range of protocols for transporting SS7 signalling information over IP.  
 
These protocols comprise of various transport and adaptation protocols and were later 
standardized, which are described in various RFCs on the IETF homepage. The 
deployment of the SIGTRAN protocols is the first major measure of merging SS7 
networks with IP networks. One major objective for using IP is mainly to relieve-of the 
highly loaded SS7 networks prepare them scalability for the rising in numbers of telephone 
and mobile subscribers.  
 
The SIGTRAN protocol array enables for the backhaul of SS7 signalling over IP with the 
IETF standards, which enables SVI_SG SS7 SIGTRAN Gateway compliance and readily 
interconnecting with any SIGTRAN compliance environment. SS7 signalling gateway 
offers full array of SIGTRAN user adaption layers such as M2UA, M2PA, M3UA and 
SUA thereby enabling various layers of the SS7 protocol to be presented into the IP 
environment depending on the infrastructure requirement. 
 
SIGTRAN solution is also applicable in interconnectivity of isolated islands of SS7 
networks that would have entailed expensive SS7 infrastructure. Today, service providers 
are migrating to all-IP networks using soft-IP switches to increase their market portfolio 
since the voice market cannot generate them enough revenue to remain competitive in the 
industry. But the main challenge is perhaps how to co-exist these systems to enhance the 
services they provide [11].  
 

 
 

Figure 3a: A typical SS7 to IP Deployment where the SVI_SG SS7 signalling gateway can 
be deployed to replace expensive dedicated long-haul SS7 links by backhauling the SS7 
signalling over IP. Courtesy of Squire Technologies [27]. 
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Figure 3b: A typical Distributed Network deployed in a distributed network architecture 
delivering the SS7 signalling to a centralised soft-switch / media gateway controller. 
Courtesy of Squire Technologies 

3.1 WHY SIGTAN IN THE FIRST PLACE?  
 
In answering the above question, we examine the desired characteristics of signalling 
transportation, which are: 
 

• Low loss and delay 
• Redundancy for the case of link failure 
• Ordered and reliable transfer 
• Security against Denial of Service (DoS)  
 

Generally, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) 
are used for message delivery across IP on the internet, but these protocols have some 
limitations which make them unsuitable for real-time signalling/communication. The 
limitations TCP and UDP led the development of a new transport protocol by 
SIGTRAN- Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [4].  
 
3.1.1 UDP 
 
The User Datagram  Protocol (UDP) -RFC 768  is developed purposely to  provide a 
datagram   mode  of  packet-switched   computer   communication  in  the environment  
of  an  interconnected  set  of  computer  networks.  This protocol presumes that the 
Internet Protocol (IP) is offered as the underlying protocol. It makes provision for 
application programs in transporting messages to other programs with a minimum of 
protocol mechanism.  The protocol is transaction oriented, and delivery and duplicate 
protection are not guaranteed.  All applications that require ordered reliable delivery of 
streams of data opt for the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). The User Datagram 
Protocol is known to be connectionless transport protocol and does not intrinsically 
employ acknowledgment (ACK) messages to guarantee reliable and ordered transportation. 
The UDP is mostly helpful in situations where high transmission rates are required, but 
must not necessarily fulfil the other performance conditions of signalling messages [12]. 
 
3.1.2 TCP 
 
The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)-RFC 793 is among the central protocols of the 
Internet Protocol Suite. The centrality of TCP makes the entire suite to be most often 
referred to as "TCP/IP". While IP is responsible for lower-level transmissions from 
computer to computer as a information is transmitted across the Internet, TCP handles 
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messages on higher level, primarily concerned  with the two end systems, such as a Web 
server and Web browser. Precisely, TCP offers reliable and ordered delivery of stream of 
bytes from one program on one computer to another program on another computer. 
Among other common applications of TCP are file transfer, e-mail, secure shell and 
streaming media applications. Part of TCP management tasks are controlling message size, 
messages exchange rates and network traffic congestion. 
 
The Transmission Control Protocol is known to be byte oriented transport protocol which 
offers a stream of bytes and guaranteeing its ordered delivery. This is necessary particularly 
during transmission of huge volumes of data as applicable in emails application and files 
transfer, but the strictly in-order-delivery is responsible for its unsuitability for signalling 
messages. TCP is highly sensitive to delay variance arisen from the packet loss and may 
therefore led to retransmissions. While waiting for lost packet for acknowledgement, the 
remaining packets will be delayed, known as head-of-line blocking. This usually led to 
unnecessary delays for the remaining packets; therefore TCP is unsuitable for real-time 
applications, such as Voice over IP (VoIP). 
 
One other disadvantage of TCP is its vulnerability to DoS attacks. In establishing a TCP 
connection, the client must send a SYN message to the server which is replied with a SYN 
ACK. Then the server will hold on for the corresponding ACK from the client, the last 
step in the three-way handshake in the TCP connection setting. However, this procedure 
may be susceptible to some type DoS attack known as SYN attack, originated from the 
numerous   SYN messages that are sent to the server of which they utilized some memory 
resources and may subsequently end up to collapse the server and legitimate user will be 
denied of obtaining the available service. This scenario is not tolerated in SS7 network of 
which telephone services are expected to be always readily available [13]. 
 
The TCP header comprises of 11 fields, where 10 are needed. The 11th field is optional 
(see the pink background in Table 3.1) and aptly labeled "options". 
 
Table 3.1 
                                                TCP Header 

Bit offset Bits 
0�3    4�7                8�15 16�31 

0                               Source port Destination 
port 

32                           Sequence number 

64                         Acknowledgment number 

96 Data 
offset Reserved CWR ECE URG ACK PSH RST SYN FIN Window 

Size 

128                                      Checksum Urgent 
pointer 

160                                   Options (optional) 

160/192+   
                                         Data 
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3.2 SIGTRAN ARCHITECTURE 
 
The SIGTRAN protocol suite comprises of the transport protocol SCTP, alongside with 
various user adaptation (UA) layer protocols that are applicable in transporting of SS7 
information over IP. The SIGTRAN architecture is made up of three layers:  

• IP layer,  
• Transport layer (SCTP), and  
• User adaptation layer (e.g. M2PA, M2UA, M3UA, and SUA).  
 

In Figure 3.2, the lower three layers in the protocol stack shows the new SIGTRAN  
Protocols, which substitutes the lower layers of the SS7 stack (MTP1 and MTP2), and 
thereby allowing transportation over IP. The Scream Control Transmission Protocol 
(SCTP) is a transport protocol like TCP, but with some changes to suit SS7 signalling. The 
user adaptation protocol enables its SS7 user (TCAP, SCCP, MTP3, ISUP etc.) not to be 
aware that the original lower SS7 layers are already substituted. Based on each telephone 
network characteristic features, different user adaptation protocols may be employed. 
 

                                        
 
               Fig 3.2: SIGTRAN Protocol suite. Courtesy of Squire Technologies 
 
Figure 3.2 above shows the SS7 signalling gateway providing a full range of SIGTRAN 
user adaption layers (M2UA, M2PA, M3UA and SUA) allowing for different layers of the 
SS7 protocol to be presented into the IP environment depending on the infrastructure 
requirement [4]. 
 
 

     
 
Figure 3.2b: The MTP1 and MTP2 layers in the traditional SS7 stack (left) are substituted 
by SIGTRAN protocols (right) that allows signalling over IP. 
 
3.3 SCTP 
In computer solutions, the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) is a transport 
layer protocol performing similar function like other prominent protocols like UDP and 
TCP. In addition, it offers more of the similar service traits of both, reliable, in-sequence 
transporting of messages with congestion control. Whenever there is no native SCTP 
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support in operating systems, it is very likely to tunnel SCTP over UDP, and mapping TCP 
API calls to SCP ones. 
  
In transporting data over a connection in IP-networks, mostly TCP or UDP is employed. 
But, SS7 signalling messages is known of having very stringent loss and delay requirements, 
therefore TCP is not a reliable choice; since the delays are too long. Meanwhile, UDP 
cannot offer sufficient reliability. The SCTP protocol is very equivalent to TCP since it 
offers both flow and congestion control mechanisms, although it has some major 
disparities, such multi-homing and multi-streaming  
 
The Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) is developed to transporting PSTN 
signalling data via IP networks, and is competent of broader operations. SCTP is an 
application level datagram transfer protocol that operates on top of an unreliable datagram 
solution like UDP. It offers the following services to its users 

• Multi-homing assistance, it implies that one or both endpoints of a connection may 
have more than one IP address, thereby allowing transparent fail-over among 
redundant network paths.  

• It Deliver data in chunks between separate streams thereby eliminating unnecessary 
head-of-line blocking, as opposed to TCP byte-stream delivery.  

• It enhances Path Selection and Monitoring, by selecting a primary data 
transmission path and subsequently performs testing the connectivity of the 
transmission path.  

• It also carries out Validation and Acknowledgment mechanisms by Protecting 
against flooding attacks and enabling notification of lost and duplicated data 
chunks.  

• It enhances the Improvement of error detection suitable for jumbo ethernet 
frames. 

The developers of SCTP initial aim was to transport telephony (SS7) over IP with the 
objective to duplicate reliability features of signaling system 7 signaling in IP. This proposal 
from IETF is called SIGTRAN. Table 3.1 shows the comparison between various 
transport protocols  

SCTP is designed with appropriate congestion avoidance behaviour and resistance to 
flooding and masquerade attacks. An SCTP datagram is composed of a common header 
and chunks. The chunks contain either control information or user data [14, 15]. Figure 3.3 
shows the format of the SCTP header: 
 
                  2 bytes               2 bytes 
  Source Port Number   Destination Port Number 
                                                        Verification Tag 
                                                         Adler 32 Checksum 

Figure 3.3a: SCTP header format. 
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Feature Name UDP TCP SCTP DCCP 

Connection oriented No Yes Yes Yes 

Reliable transport No Yes Yes No 

Unreliable transport Yes No Yes Yes 

Preserve message boundary Yes No Yes Yes 

Ordered delivery No Yes Yes No 

Unordered delivery Yes No Yes Yes 

Data checksum Yes Yes Yes Unsure 

Checksum size (bits) 16 16 32 Unsure 

Path MTU No Yes Yes Yes 

Congestion control No Yes Yes Yes 

Multiple streams No No Yes No 

Multi-homing support No No Yes Unsure 

Bundling / Nagle No Yes Yes No 

 
Table 3.3: Comparison between transport layers 
 
3.3.1 Multi-homing 
  
A node with several IP addresses where each IP address pair between two nodes known as 
path is called a multi-homed node. In an SCTP connection (in SCTP this is called an 
“association”), each node chooses a primary path. In case of failure occurrence along this 
path, retransmissions are transported via a substitute possible path. Every path is 
characterized with heartbeat data that shows an active or inactive mode. After some 
numbers of retransmissions, a path is assumed to be inactive and a new path is selected, 
and if path active, then it gains the status of new primary path. The multi-homing concept 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Checksum
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Congestion_control
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stream_%28computing%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multi-homing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nagle%27s_algorithm
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allows network to reroute data to other IP addresses, and thereby the network is more 
tolerant of physical link failures. In typical SS7 network there are always at least two 
physically separate links over data are transmitted. Most perhaps that SIGTRAN must 
offer IP-solution with the quality of the SS7 network; the multi-homing feature may be 
embraced to obtain the same level of redundancy.  
 
3.3.2 Multi-streaming  
 
The concept of multi-streaming is employed to protect against head-of-line blocking, a 
common occurrence in TCP. When a signalling packet is lost in a TCP-stream, the whole 
connection is blocked when waiting for a retransmission, which leads to head-of-line 
blocking. The delay for recovering the lost data may take some seconds, this not 
acceptable for phone call. Thus in SCTP, an association between two nodes may comprise 
a number of streams, with each allocated to a specific application, hence these streams do 
not block each other in event of packet delays. Creation of multiple streams with TCP is 
much achievable, but it involves opening many TCP connections for each to function as a 
stream  
 
All the connection initiates a Transport Control Block (TCB) at the server end that 
accommodates all the essential data about the connection. The TCBs gulp memory, and its 
numbers are numerous for a busy signalling point with several clients, thus multiple TCP 
connections is not a popular substitute. Meanwhile the use of only one SCTP association 
with streams instead of several TCP connections prevents the avoidance of unnecessary 
setup times [14]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          Figure 3.3b: Multi-Streaming concept to overcome head-of-line blocking 
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                  Figure 3.3c: The multi-streaming feature avoids head-of-line blocking 
 
3.3.3 Other SCP Traits 
Message Boundary Preservation: As TCP is known to be byte oriented protocol, SCTP 
is classified as message oriented protocol which sets one or multiple full signalling data 
into an SCTP message. In general, an SCTP message comprises of a common header 
and several chunks. The chunks enclose the user data of different spans. 
 
Out of Order Transmission: While TCP node accepts packets in chronological  
Order, SCTP on the other hand can send SCTP packets either in order or out of order, 
based on the application preference. But, when it comes to signalling, the sequential order 
within every stream or call is imperative, but not between the separate streams. 
 
Cookies: SCTP and TCP both undergo a handshake before setting up an end-to-end 
connection. While TCP employs a three-way handshake, SCTP on the other hand employs 
a four-way handshake that consists of cookies to shield the connection from DoS attacks. 
Denial of Service (DoS) attacks takes place whenever an attacker denies a service from a 
rightful user. An SCTP handshake is launched by an INIT message which comprises 
various basic association parameter values, such as initial Transmission Sequence [4]. 
 
 
3.4 USERS ADAPTATION LAYERS 
3.4.1 IUA 
 
The architecture that has been defined for SCN signalling transport over IP uses multiple 
components, including an IP transport protocol, a signalling common transport protocol 
and an adaptation module to support the services expected by a particular SCN signalling 
protocol from its underlying protocol layer. IUA defines an adaptation module that is 
suitable for the transport of ISDN Q.921-User Adaptation Layer (e.g., Q.931) messages. 
 
The IUA layer performs the functions as follows: 
 

• Mapping  
One function of the IUA layer is upholding a mapping of the Interface Identifier 
to a physical interface on the Signaling Gateway. Typical examples of physical 
interface are T1 line, E1 line or ADSL line, and may incorporate the TDM timeslot. 
Thus, for a specified interface the Signaling Gateway (SG) could recognize the 
connected signalling channel. Hence, IUA layers on both MGC and SG are able to 
maintain the position of TEIs and SAPIs.  

 
• Status of ASPs  

The IUA layer on the Signaling Gateway upholds the status of the ASPs being 
supported. The changes in the status an ASP is due to the reception of peer-to-
peer messages or reception of indications from the local SCTP association. 
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• SCTP Stream Management  

SCTP enables users to indicate the number of streams which could be opened at 
initialization. The proper management of these streams is responsible for by the 
IUA layer. Due to the unidirectional nature of streams, the IUA layer is unaware of 
the number of stream to Interface Identifier mapping of its peer IUA layer rather 
the Interface Identifier is located in the IUA message header.  

 
• Seamless Network Management Interworking  

Also, the IUA layer on the SG conveys warning of unavailability of the IUA-User 
(Q.931) to the local Layer Management, whenever the presently active ASP 
changes from the ACTIVE status. The Layer Management may request Q.921 of 
taking appropriate action, whenever it deems necessary.  

 
 
• Congestion Management  

Whenever the IUA layer is congested, reading from the SCTP association to flow 
control from the peer IUA might stop  

 
3.4.2 M2PA (MTP2-User Peer-to-Peer Adaptation Layer) 
 
MTP2-user Peer-to-peer Adaptation layer (M2PA) is a SIGTRAN protocol that  
transports SS7 MTP signalling messages over IP using SCTP. The M2PA protocol also 
supports the transport of Signaling System Number 7 (SS7) Message Transfer Part (MTP) 
Level 3 signalling messages over Internet Protocol (IP) using the services of the Stream 
Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP). M2PA is also used between SS7 Signaling Points 
using the MTP Level 3 protocol. The SS7 Signaling Points may also use standard SS7 links 
using the SS7 MTP Level 2 to offer transport of MTP Level 3 signalling messages. With 
the use of M2PA allows the possibility of maintaining the original topology of the SS7 
network, implying that all the network parameters including Signaling Transfer Points 
(STPs) and point codes. The only change is that transportation of signalling occurs over IP 
instead of over traditional 64 Kbit/s links 
 
The importance for Switched Circuit Network (SCN) signalling protocol delivery over an 
IP network is needed, which comprises message transfer between the following:  

• A Signaling Gateway (SG) and a Media Gateway Controller (MGC)  
• A SG and an IP Signaling Point (IPSP)  
• An IPSP and an IPSP  

Thus, this may bring about for convergence of some signalling and data networks. SCN 
signalling nodes do have access to databases and other devices in the IP network domain 
which may not use SS7 signalling connections. Similarly, IP telephony applications might 
have access to SS7 services. Hence, whenever traditional signalling links are changed by IP 
network connections, there are always performance and operational cost benefits    
 
This delivery technique illustrated at this juncture provides for full MTP3 message control 
and network administration competencies between any two SS7 nodes that are exchanging 
information over an IP network. Thus, any SS7 node equipped with an IP network link is 
known as an IP Signaling Point (IPSP). These IPSPs operate likes traditional SS7 nodes via 
the IP network rather than SS7 links [4]. 
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This delivery technique supports: 

• Management of SCTP transport associations and traffic rather than MTP2 Links 
• The MTP Level 2 / MTP Level 3 interface border.  
• Seamless operation of MTP3 protocol peers over an IP network link.  
• Asynchronous briefing of status changes to management 

 
 
3.4.3 M2UA (MTP2-User Adaptation layer) 
  
M2UA adapts MTP3 to SCTP, and it is a protocol that transports signalling information 
between the MTP3 layer on a media gateway controller (MGC) and the MTP2 layer on a 
SGW as in VoIP system. Rather than being a peer-to-peer protocol as in M2PA, it 
functions on a client-server basis, where the MGC (IP node) is the client and the SGW 
stands for the server. 
 
M2UA provides backhauling of SS7 MTP2-User signalling messages over IP by means of 
the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP). The scenario when signalling data is 
transmitted over IP from the top of one SS7 layer to the bottom of another is referred to 
as backhauling. The protocol enables communication between a Signalling Gateway (SG) 
and Media Gateway Controller (MGC). The assumption is that the SG accepts SS7 
signalling over a standard SS7 interface by means of the SS7 Message Transfer Part (MTP) 
for transport provisioning. The SG operates like a Signalling Link Terminal.  

 
Figure 3.4a: Back hauling with M2UA in two distant nodes. The SGW and the MGC are 
not aware that they are remote and each node thinks that MTP3 is directly communicating 
with MTP2 
 
M2UA is repeatedly employed whenever there is a low density of physical SS7 links in 
various area of the network, or in situation where the SGWs are at an enormous distance 
from one another. In such situation, backhauling may link many of these signalling nodes 
to a single centralized network element, thereby enabling all the distant nodes to manage a 
single SGW.  
M2UA is a cost saving option since it is implemented over an IP network and much 
cheaper than SS7 network. One other benefit is the fact that each of the SGW that joins a 
remote signalling point to a MGC has no point code. The point code is allotted to the 
MGC that keeps several SS7 PCs which if not would have been needed by each  
SGW [15]. 
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Figure 3.4b: Two distant SS7 network islands are connected over Internet through M2PA 
[25]. 
  
3.4.3 M3UA (MTP3 User Adaptation)  
 
This protocol functions on a client-server basis like M2UA, providing remote connection 
between two SS7 layers in a SGW and a MGC (IP node). M3UA supports transporting of 
every SS7 MTP3-User signalling like ISUP and SCCP messages over IP, with the services 
of the SCTP. The protocol offers communication between a Signalling Gateway (SG) and 
a Media Gateway Controller (MGC) or IP-resident database. The assumption is that the 
SG obtains SS7 signalling over a standard SS7 interface using the SS7 Message Transfer 
Part (MTP) in providing transport. This protocol comprises of a common message header 
trailed by factors as described by the message type. 
 
The M3UA header structure is as follows: 
 
0 1   2   3   
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 
         Parameter tag           Parameter length 
                                         Parameter value 
      Figure 3.4c: M3UA header structure 
 
 
Just like M2UA, M3UA never process signalling packets; it only sends packets to their 
respective destination. Thus, it implies that the M3UA in the IP node have no routing 
tables and cannot implement any other purposes of the related MTP3 layer. Whenever 
M3UA is employed in an all-IP network without any pure SS7 nodes, it will substitute the 
MTP3 layers of the both IP nodes and therefore functions in a point-to-point fashion 
called IP Signaling Point (IPSP) behaviour. M3UA is among the user adaptation layer 
protocols which eliminates most SS7 layers from the signalling points and thereby 
transforms the topology of the network to a more IP-like one. Hence the system is then 
better making use of the more resourceful IP solutions and inexpensive infrastructure. In 
every IP network, M3UA is not constrained to the SS7 conditions of an upper limit 
message size of 272 bytes, but instead may utilize the largest bandwidth available over the 
IP network. The advantages of M3UA as being a better utilization in IP network and its 
flexibility are responsible for its choice as the standard protocol for UMTS networks.  
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Figure 3.4d: Backhauling using M3UA. 
 
3.4.4 SUA (Signalling Connection Control Part User Adaptation) Layer.  
 
The integration of SCN networks and IP networks enables network service providers to 
design all-IP architectures that include support for SS7 and SS7-like signalling protocols. 
IP offers an effective means of transporting user data and also allows operators to enlarge 
their networks and to incorporate new services. Hence, most of these networks require the 
interworking between the SS7 and IP domains.  
 
The SUA protocol specifies the delivery of SCCP-user data i.e. MAP and CAP over TCAP, 
RANAP, and new-fangled third generation network protocol messages over IP between 
two signalling end-points. There is consideration given to the transporting from an SS7 SG 
to an IP signalling node that was explained in the framework architecture for Signaling 
Transport. SUA also support transport of SCCP-user data between two endpoints 
completely enclosed within an IP network.  
 
While migrating from SS7 network, IP-network service providers are interested in 
rendering many precious services from the traditional telecom networks like toll free, 
prepaid and roaming applications. This was made possible by SIGTRAN working group 
by defining the SCCP User Adaptation (SUA) layer that does not only offer the IP-
network with these applications. It as well eradicates more of the SS7 stack than does the 
other user adaptation protocols [15]. 
 
The delivery technique of SUA meets the below stated criteria: 

• Support for the management of SCTP transport associations between a SG and 
one or more IP-based signalling nodes.  

• Support for the asynchronous reporting of status changes to management. The 
protocol is modular in design, thereby enabling separate implementations to be 
made, centred upon the environment which is needed to be supported. The SUA 
does need to support SCCP connectionless service, SCCP connect- orient service 
or even both services, depending upon the upper layer protocol that is supported  

• Support for the seamless operation of SCCP-User protocol peers  
• Support for distributed IP-based signalling nodes 
• Support for transfer of SS7 SCCP-User Part messages such as TCAP, RANAP) 
• Support for SCCP connectionless service.  
• Support for SCCP connection oriented service.  
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Figure 3.4e: Backhauling with SUA. 
.  
3.5 Security  
 
In a telephony access network, access protocols are employed for signalling, and in the 
core network the SS7 protocol stack is employed for signalling. SS7 networks are mostly 
physically inaccessible to end-users, so they are considered to be protected from attacks, 
since the network equipment is behind locked doors.  
The access networks on the other hand are used for end-user signalling and here security 
issues are quite important [4]. The major threats are attackers which are passive and could 
interpret messages on the network, hence monitoring passwords alongside with active 
attackers which delete, write, and modify messages. The important security objectives are: 
integrity, denial of service (DoS), authentication of peers, confidentiality of user data, and 
avoidance of unauthorized and inappropriate use. All SIGTRAN user adaptation layer 
protocols use SCTP for transportation of data, which provides some security features such 
as resistance against blind denial of service attacks (flooding, masquerading and improper 
monopolization of services)  
 
Cookies: In the SCTP four-way handshake cookies are exchanged; this prevents  
attackers from establishing connections without using them and in that way hindering  
legitimate users from establishing connections. 
  
Verification tag: The SCTP packet header contains a verification tag that indicates if a 
packet belongs to a certain association. If it does not, it is dropped; this protects the 
users from a man-in-the-middle attack.  
 
3.6 Interoperability tests  
 
The ETSI Plugtest Service is a professional unit of the European Telecommunications  
Standards Institute (ETSI) that specializes in arranging interoperability test events for  
companies, organizations, and standardization bodies such as ETSI, Internet Engineering 
Task Force (IETF), International Telecommunication Union (ITU). These tests are in the 
area of telecommunications, Internet, broadcasting, and multimedia. The participants are 
operators, vendors, or equipment manufacturers that want to test the interoperability of 
their products between each other, before placing them on the market. Other important 
participants are standardization bodies or other working groups that are developing a new 
standard and need feedback before continuing the standardization work.  
  
During the interoperability tests the implementations are tested on a test-bed provided by 
the Plugtest Service, with scenarios and cases that have been set up by experts. By  
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doing these tests the engineers learn at an early stage of the development process how  
their prototype works together with other manufacturers solutions. The name, 
“PLUGTEST”, was selected to reflect the idea of the interoperability event aiming at  
TESTing that all implementations can PLUG into the network or to its specific  
environment as well as interworking with each other, according to the homepage of  
Plugtests [6]. Despite compatibility with a standard, there might not be interoperability 
between two products using the same standard.  
There was a SIGTRAN Plugtests 6 - 10 September 2004 in France where the  
interoperability between implementations of user adaptation layers (IUA, M2PA, 
M2UA, M3UA, and SUA) was tested. The results can be found on the SIGTRAN  
mailing list [25] and will be used to improve the internet drafts.  
 
3.7 Commercial Implementations  
 
The range of commercial SIGTRAN implementations is large and many of these  
companies have participated in ETSI Plugtests such as Adax, Cisco Systems, Ericsson,  
Hewlett-Packard, Siemens, and Ulticom. The SIGTRAN functions are offered as either 
hardware or software depending on the demands of the network provider. There are 
physical signalling gateways (SGW) as well as stacks and blades, and some companies 
implement just one protocol while others implement the whole protocol suite. Most 
companies offer signalling gateways that enable 2.5G and 3G services, Intelligent Network 
(IN) services, SMS offload, SS7 offload, and VoIP. On the homepage of one of the SCTP 
founders, Randall Stewart is a list of several telecom companies that have extended their 
business to SIGTRAN technology as well.  
 
Performance Technologies was the first to announce support for the SCTP protocol in 
February 2001, only 6 months after standardization. Others waited for the user adaptation 
protocols to be standardized before introducing SIGTRAN in their products. Performance 
Technologies is one of the newest companies in the signalling business, while others, such 
as Adax, have been providing traditional signalling solutions for more than 20 years.  
 
In general, the SIGTRAN signalling products look the same; most companies offer  
SGWs that are customer’s adaptable to a great extent. Depending on the customer’s  
networks and needs, a SGW can be provided with any suitable adaptation (UA) layer  
running over SCTP and with different capacities depending on the size and needs of the 
network. Table 3.2 compares four companies’ SIGTRAN SGW implementations.  
Three companies offer a SGW as a box, while Ulticom has software that is installed on an 
already existing signalling infrastructure. Adax has the largest spectrum of hardware and 
software variants, while the others generally have one or two products that differ in 
capacity. The most frequently implemented UA protocols are M3UA and SUA, and for 
companies with one product, these are usually the two supported protocols. M2PA is 
available from many companies; it simply changes a traditional SS7 link to an IP link, while 
the infrastructure and topology of the networks remain the same. According to 
Performance Technologies, the cost for leasing a SS7 link can be $300 per link per month 
in the U.S. and up to five times that amount for international links. Therefore, by sharing 
an IP link with other IP traffic, the bandwidth can more efficiently be utilized and the cost 
of the link is reduced. So even though most of the network’s functions remain the same, 
the cost savings are substantial using M2PA, which reduces costs by transporting SS7 
messages over shared-use IP networks rather than over dedicated SS7 links. 
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Company  Product Protocols Capacity  Other 
Adax SGW M2PA,M2UA, 

M3UA, SUA 
64-256 SS7 
links 

128-253 SCTP 
associations 

Intellinet SGW M3UA, SUA 4,16 SS7 links 110 SCCP/ISUP 
per second 

Performance 
Technologies 

SGW or blades M2PA,M3UA, 
SUA 

8, 16, 24 SS7 
links 

16-32 M3UA 
associations 

Ulticom SGW software M2PA,M3UA, 
SUA 

4 SS7 links -- 

 
Table 3.7: Comparison of commercial implementations. 
  
The capacity of a SGW can be expressed and measured in many ways; one common  
metric is the number of SS7 links that can be terminated in it. The more links, the more 
calls that can be processed at the same time. The latter is sometimes expressed in 
throughput, e.g., 110 SCCP or ISUP messages per second at 1 Erlang. Another  
interesting quantity that is provided by Adax and Performance Technologies is the  
number of SCTP/M3UA associations that can be established with a SGW. Adax  
indicates it supports 3 to 25 secondary IP addresses on their SGWs, which provides 
different levels of redundancy for the network when using the multi-homing feature.  
SIGTRAN products are well established in the market and there are many to choose  
from depending on the needs of each customer.  
 
   

                

 
Figure 3.7: Adax Signaling Gateway                Figure 3.7b: A Performance TechnologiesSG5600 
                                                                              PICMG® 2.16-Compliant Signaling Gateway Blade 
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                                    Chapter Four 
 
 
4.0 DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION OF UMTS  
4.1 Introduction and General Model Description 
 
This chapter illustrates OPNET implementation of the signal flows within the Universal 
Mobile Telecommunication Services (UMTS) model. The signal flows in UMTS is very 
important for determination of QoS measurements on the network. In this report, the 
QoS of the UMTS will be studied using OPNET simulator. 

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) is a third generation (3G) wireless 
protocol that is part of the International Telecommunications Union's IMT-2000 vision of 
a global family of 3G mobile communications systems. UMTS is expected to deliver low-
cost, high-capacity mobile communications, offering data rates up to 2-Mbps. The UMTS 
model suite enables modelling UMTS networks to evaluate end-to-end service quality, 
throughput, drop rate, end-to-end delay, and delay jitter through the radio access network 
and core packet network. It can also be used to evaluate the feasibility of offering a mix of 
service classes given quality of service requirements. This model is available as part of the 
specialized model library.  

The UMTS model of the packet wireless network is based on 3rd Generation Partnership 
Project (3GPP) Release-5 standards. The network architecture of this release is divided 
into the radio access network (RAN) and the core network as shown in figure 4.0. The 
UMTS module models the UMTS RAN and the UMTS functionality of the core network 
(see highlighted elements in figure 4.0). The radio access network for UMTS contains the 
User Equipment (UE), which includes the Terminal Equipment (TE) and Mobile Terminal 
(MT), and the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN), which includes the 
Node-B and Radio Network Controller (RNC).  

UMTS uses Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (W-CDMA) access scheme. This 
version of W-CDMA uses direct spread with a chip rate of 3.84 Mbps and a nominal 
bandwidth of 5 MHz. The model supports one of W-CDMA's two duplex modes: 
Frequency Division Duplex (FDD). Time Division Duplex (TDD) is not supported. In 
FDD mode, uplink and downlink transmissions use different frequency bands. The radio 
frame has a length of 10 ms and is divided into 15 slots. Spreading factors vary from 256 
to 4 for an FDD uplink and from 512 to 4 for an FDD downlink. With these spreading 
factors, data rates of up to 2 Mbps are attainable.  

The packet domain core network includes two types of network nodes: serving GPRS 
support nodes (SGSNs) and the gateway GPRS support node (GGSN). The GPRS 
support nodes (GSNs) include all GPRS functionality needed to support GSM and UMTS 
packet services. SGSNs monitor user location and perform security functions and access 
control. The GGSN contains routing information for packet-switched (PS) attached users 
and provides interworking with external PS networks such as the packet data network 
(PDN). The model's CN nodes include both SGSN and GGSN functionality.  
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The circuit switched (CS) core network, which is not currently modelled, includes the 
mobile switching center/visitor location register (MSC/VLR). The MSC/VLR is used in 
the packet domain architecture to efficiently coordinate PS and CS services and 
functionality. The Home Location Register (HLR) contains GSM and UMTS subscriber 
information. The Charging Gateway Functionality (CGF) collects charging records from 
the SGSN(s) and GGSN. The Equipment Identity Register (EIR) stores information about 
user equipment identity. The HLR, CGF, and EIR are included in this description for 
completeness, but are not currently modelled [16].  

 
 
Figure 4.0 Overview of Packet Domain Architecture. Source from OPNET Modeler 
Documentation 
 
4.2 UMTS Protocol Background 
 
The packet domain core network includes two network nodes: the serving GPRS support 
node (SGSN) and the gateway GPRS support node (GGSN). The GPRS support nodes 
(GSNs) includes all the GPRS functionality required to support GSM and UMTS packet 
services. Using the notation defined in figure 4.0, 3G-SGSN and 3G-GGSN refer to the 
UMTS functionality of the SGSN and GGSN respectively. The SGSN monitors users' 
location and performs security functions and access control. The GGSN contains routing 
information for packet-switched (PS) attached users and provides interworking with 
external PS networks such as the packet data network (PDN). The circuit switched (CS) 
core network includes the mobile switching center / visitor location register (MSC/VLR). 
The MSC/VLR is used in the packet domain architecture to coordinate PS and CS services 
and functionality more efficiently.  

The association between SGSN and MSC/VLR is created, for example, to coordinate 
users that are both GPRS-attached and IMSI (International Mobile Subscriber Identity)-
attached. The Home Location Register (HLR) contains GSM and UMTS subscribers' 
information. The Charging Gateway Functionality (CGF) collects charging records from 
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the SGSN and GGSN. The Equipment Identity Register (EIR) stores information about 
user equipment identity.  

4.3 Model Architecture 

4.3.1 UE Node Model Architecture 

Three types of UEs are supported in the UMTS model: simple mobile stations 
(umts_station), advanced workstations (umts_wkstn), and advanced servers (umts_server). 
The UE nodes can be modelled as either fixed (fix) or mobile (mob). Use the mobile node 
when the UE that are modeling moves during the simulation. Simulation run times can be 
reduced by using the fixed nodes to model UEs that do not move during simulation.  

The UMTS station model shown in fig 4.1 includes an application layer that feeds directly 
into the GMM layer. It also includes the RLC/MAC layer, a radio transmitter and receiver, 
and one antenna. The advanced workstation and server include the full TCP (UDP)/IP 
protocol stack between the application layer and GMM layer.  

The GMM layer contains functions from the GMM, GSM, and RRC layers. It has mobility 
management functions (such as GPRS attach), session management functions (such as 
PDP context activation), and radio resource control functions (such establishment and 
release of radio bearers). The RLC/MAC layer contains the RLC and MAC layers. It 
includes priority handling of data flows, the three types of RLC modes, and segmentation 
and reassembly of higher-layer packets.  

The links between the radio transmitter and the RLC/MAC layer and between the radio 
receiver and the RLC/MAC layer represent transport channels. On the uplink, there can 
be one random access channel (RACH), one common packet channel (CPCH), and one 
dedicated channel (DCH) where signalling and data traffic converges. Each transport 
channel in the dedicated channel has a unique spread code that distinguishes it from other 
transport channels. On the downlink, there can be one forward access channel (FACH), 
one downlink shared channel (DSCH), one acquisition indicator channel (AICH), and one 
dedicated signalling channel per user, and up to four data channels. The number of 
signalling and data channels on the downlink is equal to the number of signalling and data 
channels on the uplink; the exception to this is the DSCH, which has one extra channel. 
Each channel is assigned a different spread code and traffic on all channels can be sent 
simultaneously.  
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Figure 4.1 Simple and Full-Protocol Stack UE Node Models  

The RLC is assigned a logical channel according to an application's DiffServ characteristics. 
MAC uses a queuing scheme in combination with logical channel weights/priorities to 
multiplex and schedule data from logical to transport channels. Logical channels transport 
control/data between L2/RLC and L2/MAC. Transport channels transport data between 
L2/MAC and L1. Users can map higher layer data to logical channels using either ToS or 
DiffServ priority handling, and multiplex logical channels to transport channels using a 
queuing scheme. This capability allows custom classes to be defined (i.e., prioritizing 
certain cell phone traffic sources over others), and increases the granularity of application 
performance metrics to observe scheduling behaviour.  

The GMM layer has four queues, one for each QoS class the UE can support. When a data 
packet from the application layer arrives at the GMM layer, it is forwarded to the 
RLC/MAC layer if a channel has already received a RAB setup message for the RAB of 
the packet's QoS class. Otherwise, the packet is enqueued at the GMM layer in the queue 
corresponding to its QoS profile. The RLC/MAC layer uses queues to transmit packets 
coming from higher layers, to retransmit packets in RLC acknowledged mode, and to 
receive packets from lower layers and reassemble them to build the PDUs from these 
packets. Each category requires one queue for signalling and four queues for each QoS 
supported.  

4.3.2 Node-B Model Architecture 
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The Node-B manages the network's air interface for UEs in the same sector as the Node-
B. There are both ATM and IP-enabled Node-Bs. The model suite includes a single-sector 
Node-B, a three-sector Node-B, and a six-sector Node-B. An RNC connects to one or 
more Node-Bs to communicate with the UEs of the network and to manage multiple calls.  

The Node-B node models include one node_b processor module for each sector it 
manages. The node_b processor module is connected to an ATM or IP protocol stack, a 
transmitter module, and a receiver module. Each packet stream between the node_b 
module and the transmitter represents a downlink channel and each stream between the 
node_b module and the receiver represents an uplink channel. In the downlink direction, 
packets are forwarded to the transmitter on the FACH or DSCH streams, or on the 
dedicated channel via op_pk_deliver. In the uplink direction, all packets travel over the 
RACH, CPCH (not modeled in the current release), or DCH streams. All DCH packets 
converge at the DCH input stream, regardless of their channel or spreading code.  

When the simulation starts, Node-Bs initialize the data structures used in the pipeline 
stages, sets radio transmitter and receiver attributes for all UEs and Node-Bs in the UMTS 
network (only the first Node-B to start performs this task), and initializes ATM-VC or IP 
connections to the RNC for each QoS class and signalling data channel.  

Besides relaying packets between UEs and the RNC, the Node-B also assists the RNC 
with radio resource management through NBAP (Node-B Application Protocol) signalling 
messages. When the RNC receives a request to add a new radio link, it informs the Node-
B of the addition of this link for the call. The Node-B then responds to the request with 
assigned spreading code for the radio link. A similar communication happens between 
Node-B and RNC for radio link deletions. RNC informs Node-B about the deletion 
request, and Node-B frees the spreading code assigned for that link, before responding to 
the RNC.  

When the RNC receives a request to modify a radio link, it informs Node-B of the 
modification of this link. Once complete, Node-B responds to the RNC.  
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Figure 4.2 Node-B Node Model 

 
4.3.3 RNC Model Architecture 
 
The RNC manages the resources of the air interface of all the UEs on Node-Bs serviced 
by the RNC. The RNC does the following management tasks:  

• Coordinates the admission control process of establishing and tearing down RABs 
for UEs requesting service over various QoS classes. 

• Finds needed resources for new requests by reorganizing the resource allocations 
and negotiating/renegotiating QoS parameters on new or already established RABs. 

• Manages the handovers of UEs between its Node-B due to UE's movements 
between the cells. 

• Buffers packets destined for UEs per QoS class. 
• Communicates with the SGSN(s) allowing the SGSN(s) to send and receive data to 

and from the UEs it services. 
• Performs related tasks as the peer of the RLC and MAC layers of the served UEs.  
• Monitors the activity on the established radio bearers to tear them down in case of 

inactivity. 

The RNC Node model consists of the "RNC Manager" and three child processes that 
perform the functionality of the RNC. The RNC Manager has nine ATM or IP stacks 
attached to it, one of which connects to the SGSN(s) servicing the RNC. The other eight 
will connect to Node-B ATM or IP stacks. The RNC process models can determine which 
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type of node exists at the other end of any given connection, so the RNC can connect any 
of these stacks to either a Node-B or SGSN so long as no more than one RNC connects 
to it and at least one Node-B connects to it. The total number of supported node-Bs can 
be increased by adding more ATM or IP stacks to the node structure.  

 

Figure 4.3 RNC Node Model  

 

Figure 4.3b RNC Node Model  

4.3.4 CN Model Architecture 

The model includes two options for modelling CN nodes:  

CN node models combine SGSN and GGSN functionality. 

• Gateway CN node: generic gateway nodes that include SGSN and GGSN 
functionality 

• Simple CN node: a simple SGSN node that includes UMTS functionality and 
packet-switching functionality between the SGSN's UE station nodes 
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SSGN and GGSN node models let you model the CN components individually: 

• GGSN nodes 
• SGSN nodes: generic SGSN nodes that can connect to up to 8 RNCs and one 

GGSN 

The simple CN node model figure 4.4 includes the SGSN module and variable ATM 
stacks for communications with the RNCs. You can configure the nodes's Network Delay 
attribute to model the delay that would be introduced by the network cloud between the 
source and destination UMTS network within the node model.  

 
Figure 4.4 Simple CN Node Model: umts_sgsn  

 

Figure 4.4b Simple CN Node Model: umts_sgsn  

 

The gateway CN node models, umts_ethernet_slip8_gtwy or 
umts_ethernet_slip8_large_gtwy, include the SGSN module, variable ATM stacks for 
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communications with the RNCs, and a router node protocol stack with an IP module and 
IP interfaces running other layer-2 technologies.  

 

Figure 4.5 Gateway CN Node Mode  

 

Figure 4.5b Gateway CN Node Mode  

GGSN Node Models  

The model suite includes three GGSN node models, umts_ggsn_slip8 
umts_ggsn_atm8_ethernet8_slip8, and umts_ggsn_ethernet2_slip8. The GGSN node 
models are similar to the gateway CN node model, except that they do not include the 
SGSN module and ATM stacks. The GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) runs in the IP 
module on these nodes and sets up GTP tunnels between the GGSN and SGSN.  

SGSN Node Models  
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The model suite includes two SGSN node models, umts_sgsn_ethernet_slip and 
umts_sgsn_atm_ethernet_slip. The SGSN nodes are similar to the simple CN node model, 
except that they also include an ATM, Ethernet, or IP interface to connect to a GGSN 
node as Gn interfaces. The GPRS Tunnelling Protocol (GTP) runs in the IP module on 
these nodes and sets up GTP tunnels between the SGSN and GGSN.  

SGSN Module  

The SGSN module is modelled as a queue and is common to both CN nodes and to the 
SGSN nodes. The number of queues depends on the number of users in the cells and on 
the number of QoS classes supported per user. Data packets arriving at the CN node are 
queued when no PDP context has been activated for that QoS class or when no channel 
has been set up with the terminating UE. The packets are queued by QoS class as shown 
in fig 4.6. If the PDP context is already activated for the packet's QoS class and if a 
channel is already set up, the packet is transparently forward to the RNC.  

 
 
Figure 4.6 Queue Structure in the SGSN Module  
 
4.3.5 UMTS Model Architecture 
 
The GPRS network architecture is shown in figure 4.7. This section describes the nodes 
shown in figure 4.7, including their process and node models. When a user powers-on, the 
model assumes that synchronization and a PS signalling connection are established. This 
PS signaling connection is kept for the entire simulation. Because of this, when a user 
powers-on it can immediately do a UMTS GPRS attach with the SGSN(s) to access to 
GPRS services.  

Packets are queued when they are received from higher layers. Since each user supports 
four QoS profiles, the traffic is queued on one of four QoS queues. If no PDP context has 
been activated for that QoS profile, an Activate PDP Context Request is sent to the 
SGSN(s). This PDP context activation message includes the QoS requested. The model 
assumes that the SGSN(s), after consulting the RNC, either grants the QoS requested by 
the user in its entirety or rejects it. No negotiation by the SGSN/GGSN or RNC of the 
requested QoS is done at this stage.  

On receipt of the Activate PDP Context Request, the SGSN(s) sends a RAB Assignment 
Request to the RNC along with the QoS requested. The UTRAN performs admission 
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control to determine if the request can be granted. If the uplink and downlink have 
sufficient capacity to accommodate the request, the request can be granted. If the request 
can be granted, the RNC sends a Radio Bearer Setup request to the UE.  

On receipt of the Radio Bearer Setup request, the UE sets up the channel as specified in 
the request and send a Radio Bearer Complete to the RNC. On receipt of the Radio Bearer 
Complete, the RNC sends a RAB Assignment Response, which includes the granted QoS, 
to the SGSN/GGSN. The SGSN(s) then sends the Activate PDP Context Accept message, 
which also includes the granted QoS.  

The UE can send packets to the destination on receipt of the Activate PDP Context 
Accept message from the SGSN(s). Before reaching their destination, these packets are 
first tunnelled through serving the RNC and SGSN/GGSN, and then routed through the 
IP cloud. If the destination network is also a UMTS network, then they are finally queued 
at the destination SGSN/GGSN node. Once a channel is set up at the destination, the 
packets are forwarded to the destination UE.  

 

 
 
Figure 4.7 UMTS Network Architecture. Source from OPNET Modeler Documentation 

4.4 Scheduling Algorithms   

The UMTS system was modeled implementing WFQ and MDRR scheduler algorithms. In 
this thesis, simplified models are implemented so as to reduce the computational 
complexity and have a shorter run times. The scope of the system simulation is bounded 
by the recommended profile configuration for UMTS. In the first scenario, WFQ that uses 
class based implementation was selected; while MDRR was selected as the scheduling 
scheme for the second scenario. It is noted that MDRR belongs to category of rate-latency 
scheduling algorithms. The MS can only calculate the overall size of backlog of each 
connection and not the actual amount of each backlogged packet.  
I provided only one instance of WFQ and MDRR scheduler on the MS for both the uplink 
and downlink connections. Scheduling algorithms WFQ and MDRR are set to have their 
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parameters reserve a minimum based on UMTS traffic. The minimum reserved rate is 
computed as the total of UMTS sources’ peak rates. This is done due to well-known results of 
WFQ parameters’ configuration [21].  
 
4.4.1 MAC Scheduler  
 
The MAC scheduler efficiently allocates resources in response to data traffic nature (bursty). 
The following properties for MAC scheduling services below are used for enabling broadband 
service [18];  

• Fast Data Scheduler: Due to the bursty nature of traffic the MAC scheduler must 
efficiently allocates resources.  

• DL and UL Scheduling: The UL feedbacks accurate information about the traffic 
status. Multiple uplink bandwidth requests mechanisms are used; bandwidth request 
through ranging channel, piggyback request and polling.  

• Dynamic Resource Allocation: Frequency time resource allocation existing in both DL 
and UL on a per-frame is supported by MAC. And the resource allocated will be 
delivered by MAP messages, which is at the beginning of each frame.  

 
4.4.2 Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) Module 
  
In this model, WFQ was chosen as the uplink scheduling mechanism. WFQ provides both bit 
wise fairness (allowing queue to be serviced fairly) and flow isolation. WFQ uses a 
combination of both priority and cyclic service. In WFQ, traffic classes are served based on 
weight of the queue involved. And the weight is calculated by the QoS parameters granted. 
With WFQ, important traffic gets higher priority than less important ones. It considers 
channel capacity when allocating bandwidth to the MS. 
  
WFQ- Virtual Clock: Complexity of WFQ arises in; the virtual time computation and decision 
on which next queue to serve. WFQ uses virtual clock to track the progress of GPS, which 
makes packetized GPS implementation pragmatic. The virtual time V(t) is defined to be zero 
at all times when the server remain idle.  
For any busy period, let the time that it starts be time zero. Therefore;  
 
                                V(0) = 0  
 
v(tj-1 + T ) = v(tj-1)+  rT           for T ≤ tj – tj-1        f = 2,3,........      eqn 4.0 
                                ∑i��� ri 
 
                                         rT                                                                         eqn 4.1 
The rate of change of V is  ∑i��� ri     
 
V(t) in this case increases at marginal rate at which backlogged sessions receive service.  
Bj signifies sets of busy MS.  
 
Operations of WFQ   

• A packet arriving has its end time of transmission calculated.  
• Packet with the earliest end time is being looked for amongst the head packets in all 

queues.  

• The searched and found packet is output when it’s time for output.  
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Real-life picture of the operation of WFQ is shown in figure 4.8.  
 

 
 
Figure 4.8: Real-life scenario of WFQ  
 
If N data flows currently and active, with weight W1, W2…WN, data flow number i will achieve 
an average data rate of [26]:  
 
RWi / (W1 + W2 + …. + WN)                                                  eqn 4.2  
Sum of assigned rate �: �sum=∑ichecklog{�i}                                eqn 4.3  
Output rate r: ri = R X �1                                                       eqn 4.4  
                                 �sum 

 

 
End time of packet transmission Fi(k): Fi(k) = Fi(k – 1) + L1(k), (k > 1) eqn 4.5 
                                                                                              ri(k) 
   
      Fi(k) = t + L1(k), (k = 1) { New}                                   eqn 4.6 
                         ri(k) 
 
Searches for packet that has earliest end time from all F(1)   min{ Fi(1)|i � backlog}  
 R: Rate for the port    t: received time 
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Figure 4.9: WFQ operation  
 
4.4.3 Modified Deficit Round Robin (MDRR) Module  
 
MDRR is a modification of DRR and tackles the aspect of delay. MDRR has low latency 
queue and make provision for bandwidth guarantees. It is important to note that modification 
as in MDRR does not necessarily mean that it is a unique approach [19]. The impact of MDRR 
is felt in voice packets. And it is known that when delay is minimized then bandwidth is 
guaranteed, since both delay minimization and bandwidth guarantees are essential for voice 
applications.  
 
Operations of MDRR  
 
MDRR is employed in the Cisco 12000 series Internet Router [20]. MDRR make use of 
quantum value which is awarded to the queues, and this is based on weight tied to the queue.  
 
Weight = (MTMR / Total System Capacity) X 100                                 eqn 4.7  
 
Equation 4.7 gives the weight. The proportion of bandwidth of the MS is the weight given in 
equation 4.7. Diagram of the operation of MDRR scheduler is shown in figure 4.10  
 

                                      
 
Figure 4.10: Operation of MDRR [19] 
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MDRR assigns priority queue which will be of low latency, and provides bandwidth guarantee 
also. This makes MDRR differ from DRR. Every queue within MDRR is defined by two 
variables [20]:  

• Quantum value: This is the average number of bytes served in each round.  

• Deficit Counter: This help in tracking the number of bytes a queue has transmitted in 
each round.  

 
So long the deficit counter is more than zero; the packets available at the queue will be served. 
And the deficit counter reduces by a value of packets’ served length. However, with a queue 
having zero or negative counter then it won’t be served. 
 
The priority queue inside the MDRR helps in the provision of both low delay and jitter. 
Configuring of the MDRR with the priority queue occurs in two different modes [20]:  
 

• Alternate mode; The MDRR in this mode services the PQ and at the same time 
services other queues that are configured. The demerit of this mode is that it 
introduces jitter and delay as compared with the other type of mode.  

• Strict Priority mode; The MDRR in this mode services the PQ only when it is not 
empty. The demerit with this mode is that other queues can be starved.  

 
 
4.5.0 Integration with OPNET Modeler 14.5  
 
OPNET modeler is a dynamic and hierarchical simulation kernel which is the industry’s most 
efficient simulation engine. It is scalable and enables the fastest simulation runtimes for 
wireless models. Real networks, protocols and applications are precisely modeled with 
OPNET modeler because of its spontaneous graphical environment [17].  
 
4.5.1 Essential parts of OPNET  
 
Network Editor: It is used to define and change network topology models.  
Simulation Tool: It is used to define and run simulations applying models already created with 
the OPNET Editor.  
Analysis Tool: This depicts statistical results and makes comparison where appropriate. Data 
collected from analysis can be represented as one of graphical, numerical and file for export.  
 
4.6.0 Simulation Model  
 
The simulation setup consists of a mobile client, base station, RNC, SGSN and GGSN as 
shown in figure 4.11. All the configured nodes for MS, BS, RNC, SGSN and GGSN use 
UMTS and it’s shown in figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11: UMTS OPNET Simulation Model 
 
4.6.1 Signal Flows 
 
For completeness, the entire GPRS Attach procedure without prior CS (Circuit Switched) 
traffic is shown in figure 4.12. However, the model assumes that a PS signalling 
connection is already established at power-on. The GPRS Attach procedure is performed 
to inform the SGSN(s) of a user's location and to set up a PS signalling connection. Once 
a PS signalling connection is established, the UE and SGSN(s) move from the PMM-
Detached State to the PMM-Connected State.  

The PS signalling connection includes the RRC signalling connection between the UE and 
UTRAN, and the Iu signalling connection between the UTRAN and CN. If there has been 
no prior CS traffic, a signalling connection is set up between the UE and UTRAN. Once 
an RRC signalling connection is established between the UE and UTRAN, a Service 
Request (signalling) message is sent to the SGSN(s) to set up the Iu connection between 
the UTRAN and SGSN. Once the PS signalling connection is established, the UE initiates 
the GPRS Attach procedure by sending a GPRS Attach Request message to the SGSN(s). 
The GPRS Attach Request includes the Follow On Request indication that indicates that 
the Iu connection should be released or kept after the GPRS Attach procedure. At this 
stage, the model assumes that the PS signalling connection is maintained for the duration 
of the simulation.  
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Figure 4.12 GPRS Attach with no Prior CS Traffic  

Here is how OPNET Modeler explicitly models GPRS attach signalling:  

1. UE initiates the GPRS Attach procedure by sending a GPRS Attach Request 
(IMSI, Attach Type, Follow On Request) message to the SGSN. UE starts timer 
T3310 when sending the GPRS Attach Request message. The Attach Type is set to 
GPRS Attach only and the Follow On Request indication is set to keep the Iu 
connection. 

2. Upon receipt of the GPRS Attach Request message, the SGSN sends the UE an 
Attach Accept (P-TMSI) message and starts timer T3350. In the current model, P-
TMSI is always included in the Attach Accept message. 

3. Upon receipt of the GPRS Attach Accept message, the UE stops timer T3310 and 
responds to the SGSN with a GRPS Attach Complete message. 

On receipt of the GPRS Attach Complete message, the SGSN stops timer T3350, which 
completes the GPRS Attach procedure.  

4.6.2 PDP Context Activation and RAB Assignment (MS-Connected State)  

The PDP Context Activation procedure is required when the PDP context for the 
requested class of service is inactive. Figure 4.13 and figure 4.14 show the PDP Context 
Activation procedures initiated by the UE and CN, respectively. If the UE is in PMM-Idle 
State, the UE first performs a Service Request Procedure to set up a PS signalling 
connection and enter the PMM-Connected State before initiating the PDP Context 
Activation procedure. Once the GPRS Attach procedure is completed, the UE remains in 
the PMM-Connected State for the rest of the simulation.  
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Figure 4.13 PDP Context Activation Procedure Initiated by the UE (Connected State)  

1. When the UE receives Protocol Data Units (PDUs) from higher layers, it initiates 
the PDP Context Activation Procedure if the PDUs belong to a quality of service 
that does not yet have an activated PDP context. The UE initiates the PDP 
Context Activation procedure by sending an Activate PDP Context Request (PDP 
Type, QoS Requested) message to SGSN. The UE starts T3380 when sending an 
Activate PDP Context Request message. In the model, only one PDP Context per 
QoS is set up and the PDP Type corresponds to the QoS requested.  

2. On receipt of the Activate PDP Context Request, the SGSN sends a RAB 
Assignment Request message to the RNC (Radio Network Controller) to establish 
a RAB (Radio Access Bearer). The SGSN starts the TRABAssgt timer when sending a 
RAB Assignment Request message. 

3. On receipt of a RAB Assignment Request message, the RNC performs admission 
control. If sufficient uplink and downlink capacity is available, the RNC establishes 
the appropriate radio bearer by sending a Radio Bearer Setup message to the UE. 

4. On receipt of a Radio Bearer Setup message, the UE sets up the appropriate radio 
bearer as specified by the RNC. The UE then sends a Radio Bearer Complete 
message to the RNC. 

5. On receipt of the Radio Bearer Complete message, the RNC sends a RAB 
Assignment Response message to the SGSN. 

6. On receipt of a successful RAB Assignment Response, the SGSN normally sends a 
Create PDP Context Request (PDP Type, QoS Negotiated) to the GGSN. 
However, since the SGSN and GGSN are modelled as a single node, this 
procedure is not modelled. However, a new entry in the PDP context table is 
created as would be done at the GGSN. When completed, the SGSN sends an 
Activate PDP Context Accept message to the UE. If the RAB Assignment 
procedure is unsuccessful because the requested QoS profile cannot be provided, 
the UE tries to activate the PDP Context at a later time. Because the model always 
negotiates a QoS that matches the QoS Requested, the SGSN model does not send 
a new RAB Assignment Request message with a different QoS profile. On receipt 
of a RAB Assignment Response, the SGSN stops the TRABAssgt timer. 

7. The UE stops the T3380 timer on receipt of an Activate PDP Context Accept 
message, completing the PDP Context Activation procedure. The UE is now ready 
to send any PDUs with a QoS matching the PDP context it has activated. 
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Figure 4.14 PDP Context Activation Procedure Initiated by the Network 
(Connected State)  

 

8. Since the SGSN and GGSN are modelled as a single node, the PDU Notification 
procedure is not modelled. Instead, the combined SGSN/GGSN node initiates the 
Network-Requested PDP Context Activation procedure by sending a Request 
PDP Context Activation message to the UE. It starts T3385 when sending the 
Request PDP Context Activation message. The combined SGSN/GGSN stores 
any subsequent PDUs for the same quality of service until the PDP context has 
been activated. 

9. On receipt of the Request PDP Context Activation message, the UE initiates the 
PDP Context Activation procedure, as described above. The CN stops T3385 on 
receipt of the Activate PDP Context Request message from the UE. 

4.6.3 RAB Assignment with Prior PDP Activation (MS-Connected State)  

If an active PDP context for the requested QoS already exists, the PDP Context 
Activation procedure is not required. However, if there is no radio access bearer for the 
active PDP context, the RAB Assignment procedure must be initiated. Figure 4.15 and 
figure 4.16 shows the RAB Assignment procedure initiated by the UE and CN, 
respectively when a PDP context for the requested QoS is already active. If the UE is in 
the PMM-Idle State, the UE first needs to perform a Service Request Procedure to set up a 
PS signalling connection and enter the PMM-Connected State before initiating the RAB 
Assignment procedure. Once the GPRS Attach procedure is completed, the UE remains 
in the PMM-Connected State for the rest of the simulation. Thus, the diagrams assume 
that the UE is already in PMM-Connected State.  
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Figure 4.15 RAB Assignment Procedure Initiated by the UE (Connected State)  

1. On receipt of PDUs from higher layers, the UE initiates the RAB Assignment 
procedure if these PDUs belong to a quality of service for which a PDP context 
has already been activated but for which no radio bearer has been established. The 
UE initiates the RAB Assignment procedure by sending a Service Request (P-
TMSI, Service Type) message to the SGSN. Service Type specifies the requested 
service. Service Type can be set to Data or Signaling. In this case, the Service Type 
is set to Data. The UE starts T3317 when sending the Service Request message. 

2. On receipt of the Service Request, the SGSN sends a Service Accept message to 
UE. The UE stops its timer T3317 on receipt of the Service Accept message. 

3. On receipt of the Service Request (Data), the SGSN initiates the RAB Assignment 
procedure by sending a RAB Assignment Request to the RNC. The RAB 
Assignment procedure was previously described. 

 

 

Figure 4.16 RAB Assignment Procedure Initiated by the Network (Connected 
State)  

 

4. On receipt of PDUs, the CN determines if the Network-Requested PDP Context 
Activation procedure has to be initiated. Since a PDP Context is already active for 
the quality of service requested, the combined CN node initiates the RAB 
Assignment procedure previously described. 
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4.6.4 PDP Context Modification with RAB Modification  
 
The signalling flows for PDP context modification with RAB modification are shown in 
the following diagram:  
 

 
 

Figure 4.17 Signal Flows for PDP Context Modification with RAB Modification  

1. The RNC modifies an existing RAB by sending a RAB Modification request to the 
SGSN. 

2. On receipt of the RAB Modification request, the SGSN initiates a PDP 
Modification procedure by sending a PDP Context Modification request to the UE. 
The SGSN starts its timer T3386. 

3. On receipt of the PDP context modification request, the UE responds to the 
SGSN with a PDP Context Modification Accept message. 

4. On receipt of the PDP Context Modification Accept message from the UE, the 
SGSN modifies the appropriate RAB by sending a RAB Assignment request 
(Modification) to the RNC. The SGSN stops its timer T3386 and starts the timer 
TRABAssgt. 

5. On receipt of the RAB Assignment request (Modification), the RNC modifies the 
appropriate radio bearer by sending a Radio Bearer Reconfiguration message to the 
UE. 

6. On receipt of the Radio Bearer Reconfiguration message, the UE reconfigures the 
appropriate radio bearer as specified by the RNC. The UE then sends a Radio 
Bearer Complete (Reconfiguration) message to the RNC. 
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7. On receipt of the Radio Bearer Complete (Reconfiguration) message, the RNC 
modifies the appropriate radio link by sending a Radio Link Reconfiguration 
message to the node B. 

8. On receipt of the Radio Link Reconfiguration message, the node B reconfigures 
the appropriate radio link as specified by the RNC. The node B then responds to 
the RNC with a Radio Link Reconfiguration Response message. 

9. On receipt of the Radio Link Reconfiguration Response, the RNC sends RAB 
Assignment Response (Modification) message to the SGSN. 

10. On receipt of the RAB Assignment Response (Modification) message, the RNC 
modifies the appropriate PDP context. The SGSN stops its timer TRABAssgt. 

4.7 Nodes Configuration 
 

                            
 
Figure 4.18: UMTS MS Nodes Configuration 
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Figure 4.19: Base Station (Node_B) Configuration 
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Figure 4.20: RNC Node Configuration 
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Figure 4.21: SGSN Node Configuration 
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Figure 4.22: GGSN Node Configuration 
 
4.8 Performance Metrics for Schedulers  
 
4.8.1 Analysis based on QoS traffic: 
 The most relevant metrics are as follows:  

• Throughput: It is referred to as the amount of data selected for transmission by a user 
per unit time. This definition is based on application perspective. Throughput is 
estimated by using an exponential moving average, and it is expressed in Kbps, and 
sometimes referred to as bandwidth. 
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• Delay: It is the time between arrivals of packet at MAC transmit buffer of the source 

node and the time that this packet is completely delivered to the upper protocol layer 
of the destination node [22].  

 

 
 

• Jitter: It is the difference between the 99th percentile of the delay and the packet 
transmission delay, i.e., the time taken for a packet of minimum length to be 
transmitted over the air from the source to the destination [22].  

 
4.9 Simulation Results  
 
In this thesis, I use OPNET modeller 14.5 to model Universal Mobile Telecommunications 
Service (UMTS). Voice and data traffics are considered and they are modelled using 
exponential packet inter-arrival time. I analyzed the performance of the two scheduling 
algorithms (WFQ and MDRR) based on the context of UMTS  
 
Assumptions made are:  

• The channel has a constant physical transmission and is error free.  

• For the entire simulation run, both uplink and downlink channel share frame evenly  

• Packet processing time does not take time 0  

• All packets have their departure time the same.  

• Grant requests have the same arrival because they arrive in the same uplink subframe.  

• No time stamp in any packet, since time synchronization is not an issue in the 
simulations.  

• It is assumed that the channel condition is ideal, implying no packet corruption.  
 
4.9.1 Result of throughput in both MDRR and WFQ 
 
I carried out the simulation for 10 minutes using 100 values per statistics. The Mobile 
station hosts UMTS applications and establishes an uplink connection to the SGSN via the 
Base station (Node_b) and RNC. The model assumes that a PS signalling connection is 
already established at power-on. The GPRS Attach procedure is performed to inform the 
SGSN(s) of a user's location and to set up a PS signalling connection. Once a PS signalling 
connection is established, the UE and SGSN(s) move from the PMM-Detached State to 
the PMM-Connected State.  
 
The PS signalling connection includes the RRC signalling connection between the UE and 
UTRAN, and the Iu signalling connection between the UTRAN and CN. If there has been 
no prior CS traffic, a signalling connection is set up between the UE and UTRAN. Once 
an RRC signalling connection is established between the UE and UTRAN, a Service 
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Request (signalling) message is sent to the SGSN(s) to set up the Iu connection between 
the UTRAN and SGSN. Once the PS signalling connection is established, the UE initiates 
the GPRS Attach procedure by sending a GPRS Attach Request message to the SGSN(s). 
The GPRS Attach Request includes the Follow On Request indication that indicates that 
the Iu connection should be released or kept after the GPRS Attach procedure. At this 
stage, the model assumes that the PS signalling connection is maintained for the duration 
of the simulation. Throughput from the graph indicates that the MS transmit the load as 
required. UTRAN node is being analyzed, since all traffic from MS are being sent to the CN, 
and basically the UTRAN sends traffic to CN. In order to obtain ideal throughput of UMTS, 
we make sure the UTRAN and MS utilizes the full capacity by implementing the best 
modulation scheme all the time. 
 

 
Figure 4.23a: Throughput Simulation Result with Stacked Statistics for Uplink traffic 
 

 
Figure 4.23b: Throughput Simulation Result with Overlaid Statistics for Uplink traffic 
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Figure 4.24a: Throughput Simulation Result with Stacked Statistics for downlink traffic 
 

 
Figure 4.24b: Throughput Simulation Result with Overlaid Statistics for downlink traffic 
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Figure 4.25a: Traffic Sent and Traffic Received with Stacked Statistics Simulation Result 
 

 
Figure 4.25b: Traffic Sent and Traffic Received with overlaid Statistics Simulation Result 
 
 
From the throughput graph, it is shown that the overall throughput is higher in MDRR 
(scenario 2) than WFQ (scenario 1). Also the two scheduling schemes (WFQ and MDRR) 
have relatively stable throughput because of the nature of the traffic. However, the actual 
throughput is smaller than the ideal maximum throughput because of the scheduling overhead 
and channel conditions. It could also be seen that the MDRR has better performance than the 
WFQ in terms of packet sent and received as shown in Figures 4.25a and 4.25b, since packets 
sent and received is almost twice of what is obtained in WFQ.     
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                             Chapter Five  
 
5.0 Conclusions and Recommendations  
 
5.1 Thesis Summary  
In this thesis, I looked at various signalling both in wired and mobile networks, with more 
emphasis on SIGTRAN. The SIGTRAN is the protocol suite applicable in the current 
new generation and next-generation networks, most especially as it enables service 
provider to be able to interpolate both wireline and wireless services within the same 
architecture. This concept is an important component in today’s Triple-play 
communication, and hence this thesis has provided a broad view on Signalling and 
Protocol Gateways in Traditional and Next Generations Networks. 
  
Signal flow in a typical new generation network was examined by carrying out discrete 
event simulation of UMTS network using OPNET modeller 14.5. Through both Packet-
Switching (PS) and Circuit-Switching (CS) signalling, I was able to examine the QoS on a 
UMTS. Precisely, I looked at throughput on UMTS network by implementing WFQ and 
MDRR scheduling schemes.  
  
Simulations show that MDRR performs better with respect to throughput measurement. 
The efficiency of the scheduling algorithms is defined in terms of throughput-the number 
of bits received per second. Overall, MDRR is more desirable and efficient for UMTS 
traffic.  
 
5.2 Thesis Contribution  
 
In this thesis, I was able to achieve the following contributions:  
 

• Analysing various signalling and proposals gateways in the new generation 
networks, their operations and design architecture.  

• Implementation of UMTS in OPNET using both WFQ and MDRR as scheduling 
algorithms.  

• Analysis of WFQ and MDRR scheduling algorithm for voice and data traffic of 
UMTS based on the throughput parameters  

• Verify through simulation that MDRR is more suitable than WFQ for UMTS 
traffic.  
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5.3 Recommendation  
 
The followings below are list of recommendations for future work: 
 

• A new simulator that has HLR functionality should be used 
 

• Modelling of voice/data traffic with the scheduling algorithms using multi-class traffic.  

• Considering more performance metrics in the analysis. Performance metrics like 
bandwidth utilization, queuing delay, jitter, packet loss etc.  

• Considering more complex scenarios like mobility and multi-user environment.  
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